This paper develops a corporate bond pricing model following the structural approach in which the dynamics of the instantaneous risk-free interest rate are governed by a double square-root (DSR) process. Credit spreads generated from this pricing model depend explicitly upon the levels of interest rates via a nonlinear effect arising from a DSR process. Given a positive correlation between interest rates and leverage ratios, the credit spreads generated by this pricing model have a negative relationship with interest rates, that is consistent with empirical findings using bond market data over the period 2008-2013 when interest rates were low.
1.
Introduction Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1974) have pioneered using a contingent-claims framework for pricing corporate bonds. In Black-Scholes-Merton's structural framework, the capital structure is explicitly considered and default happens if the total asset value is lower than the value of liabilities at a bond's maturity. Default risk is therefore equivalent to a European put option on a firm's asset value.
The term structure of risk-free interest rates in the framework is the drift term in the asset value process and is assumed to be constant. Because of these properties of the structural model, there are two factors driving corporate bond values. The first factor is the probability that the issuer will default on their obligation. To have more accurate measures of default probability, subsequent studies mainly focus on the liability structure, and models with complex and dynamic liability structures including Jones et al. (1984) , Leland (1998) , Tauren (1999) , Colin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2001) , and Hui et al. (2003) have been developed.
The second factor is the required rate of return on default-free debt. An important concern is how to incorporate stochastic risk-free interest rates into a structural pricing model. To address this concern, general equilibrium term-structure models of risk-free interest rates such as the Vasicek (1977) model and Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model (1985) are conventionally used in the two-factor corporate bond pricing framework. The term-structure models assume that short-term interest rates are derived from general assumptions about the state variables which describe the overall economy. Using the assumed process for short-term rates, one can determine the yield on longer-term bonds and the associated bond price solutions (usually in closed-form) based on the expected path of interest rates until the maturity of the bonds under a no-arbitrage condition.
The corporate bond pricing models proposed by Shimko et al. (1993) , Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) ,
and Colin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2001) specify that a firm's asset value is follows the drift of risk-free interest rates governed by the Vasicek model following the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. With the Black-Scholes-Merton framework in Shimko et al. (1993) and constant liability in the Longstaff and Schwartz model (i.e., a fixed default barrier), the models predicts that the expected liability-to-asset 1 In addition, empirical studies have found mixed evidence on the relation between risk-free interest rates and credit spreads.
Using Moody's corporate bond yield indices, Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) find that a negative correlation between interest rates and credit spreads persists after controlling for stock returns.
Collin- also find a negative relation between them after controlling for both firmand market-level determinants of default risk. Similarly, Campbell and Taskler (2003) and Avramov et al. (2007) show a negative relation between the level or changes in spreads with interest rates after controlling for idiosyncratic firm-level risk, and aggregate and firm-level variables. Using Australian Eurobonds, Batten et al. (2005) find credit spreads negatively related to changes in Australian Government bond yields (i.e., a proxy for risk-free interest rates). Duffee (1998) demonstrates that credit spreads of both investment-grade callable and noncallable bonds fall when the 3-month Treasury bill yield increases, but the extent decreases with the initial credit quality of the bonds. The negative relationship between credit spreads and risk-free interest rates is much stronger for callable bonds. Ericsson and Renault (2006) also find a negative relation between interest rates and credit spreads after controlling for liquidity risk in the Treasury bond market.
On the other hand, Schaefer and Strebulaev (2008) show that the relation between credit spreads and interest rates is much weaker than the theoretical predictions, using corporate bond data covering the period from December 1996 to December 2003. By using cointegration to model corporate credit and Treasury yields, Morris et al. (2000) find that an increase in Treasury yields causes credit spreads to narrow in the short-run, but over the long-run higher yields cause spreads to widen. Similarly, Miloudi and Moraux (2009) demonstrate that Treasury yields impact the short run dynamics of credit spreads but the long run relation has only a limited effect. Jacoby et al. (2009) use Canadian bond data (after removing tax effects) to show that the relation between interest rates and corporate spreads is negligible. Wu and Zhang (2008) and Davis (2008) both find that the relation between interest rates and credit spreads is partially determined by inflation.
Given that the specification of the asset value or liability being drifted by interest rates under the CIR and Vasicek models is not supported by empirical evidence, this paper proposes a two-factor corporate bond pricing model by incorporating a stochastic interest rate under a double square-root (DSR) process as proposed by Longstaff (1989) . One important characteristic of the DSR model is that it has a nonlinear restoring force in its drift term. The leverage ratio in the proposed corporate bond pricing model follows a mean-reverting lognormal process without any interest-rate drift. 2 We derive closed-form solutions of corporate bond prices with default at maturity and default prior to maturity with an adjustable moving default barrier respectively. The credit spreads obtained from the model depend explicitly upon the level of the interest rate via a nonlinear effect arising from nonlinearity in the drift term of the DSR process, if the correlation between the interest rate and leverage ratio is non-zero.
Given a positive correlation between the interest rate and leverage ratio, credit spreads decrease with an increase in the interest rate. However, if the interest rate and leverage ratio is negatively correlated, credit spreads increase with the interest rate. The proposed model is therefore able to capture different relationships between credit spreads and interest rates as demonstrated by the mixed empirical findings.
2 The specification of a leverage ratio governed by a mean-reverting lognormal process is more general than for a lognormal process and consistent with the empirical studies, including Marsh (1982) , Jalilvand and Harris (1984) , Auerbach (1995) and Opler and Titman (1995) , which document that companies tend to gradually adjust their capital structure towards a target level of leverage. The findings call for the mean-reverting-leverage model for pricing corporate bonds, as in . Using the DSR model, the model-generated credit spreads depend explicitly upon the level of the interest rate arising from the nonlinearity in the drift term of the interest rate model. This feature is consistent with some empirical findings including those presented in this paper.
This paper shows a nonlinear term arising from the DSR process of the interest rate in the corporate bond pricing solution of the proposed structural model. The nonlinear term links up the dynamics of the leverage ratio and the interest rate such that the bond credit spread depends explicitly upon a stochastic risk-free interest rate. Such dependence can be identified as a feature of the structural model using the leverage ratio as a factor driving corporate bond prices. Similar to the framework developed by Duffie and Lando (2001) , if the dynamics of the leverage ratio with imperfect accounting information is treated as a hazard rate process which governs an inaccessible default stopping time, the proposed structural model can be recast as a special case of the second approach to pricing corporate bonds called "reduced-form models". Furthermore, with some modifications of the default boundary condition such as a random default barrier, the default stopping time also becomes inaccessible. 3 However, other reduced-form models may not have the same dependence due to their model assumptions. For example, Jarrow and Turnbull (1995) assume that the hazard rate process and interest rate process are mutually independent. Therefore, the credit spread does not depend on the level of the interest rate given any specification of the interest rate process. Duffie and Singleton (1999) propose a reduced-form model in which the usual default-risk-free interest rate is replaced by a default-adjusted short rate process composed of the hazard rate. To have credit spreads depending explicitly upon the level of the interest rate, further assumptions need to be made for the model The model also provides a simple theoretical benchmark against which the observed properties of corporate bond prices can be compared in a low interest rate environment.
Another feature of the DSR interest rate model is that it is able to capture the behaviour of the short-term interest rate in a low interest rate environment. Reserve's ultra-accommodative monetary policy, the 3-month US Treasury-bill yield has fallen to near zero for extended periods of time, as shown in Figure A1 , and the 10-year Treasury yield has declined, hitting an historical low of 1.39% in July 2012. Therefore, we argue that the DSR model is more appropriate than the CIR and Vasicek models for pricing corporate bonds in the current low interest rate environment.
There are some empirical findings supporting the DSR model. The empirical results in Longstaff (1989) suggest that by estimating the model parameters, the DSR model is more successful in capturing the level and variation of 6-to 12-month Treasury bill yields during the 1964-1986 period compared with the CIR model. The results also suggest that yields are nonlinearly related to the risk-free interest rate as the model implies. Ahn et al. (2002) test the empirical performance of the quadratic term structure models including the DSR model in explaining historical bond price behaviour in the US during the period December 1946 -February 1991. They find that the quadratic term structure models outperform the affine term structure models including the CIR and Vasicek models by adding more flexibility to better match conditional moments of yields and matching correlations across yields. Similar resuts are found by Leippold and Wu (2003) , and Li and Zhao (2006) . Aït-Sahalia (1996) shows that there is evidence of nonlinearity in the drift function of the interest rate term structure by using a nonparametric approach. During the period of Japan's near-zero short-term rates in -2005 , Kim and Singleton (2012 find that the quadratic dynamic term structure models capture some of the key features of the Japan Government Bond data, including the variation in bond yields, and bond risk premiums that are very small when the level of interest rates is low. Recently, Ang et. al. (2012) estimate the effect of shifts in monetary policy in the US using the quadratic term structure model of interest rates. They find that long-term bonds are priced by agents who care about shifting monetary policy risk. final section concludes.
Corporate bond pricing model
We assume a continuous-time framework for the valuation of corporate bonds in which the short-term interest rate and firm value are stochastic variables. The dynamics of the risk-free short-term interest rate r at time t is drawn from a term structure model governed by a DSR process, along the lines of (1) is written using an historical probability measure.
The drift term in Eq. (1) which is based on historical measures is a nonlinear restoring force which makes the dynamics of the interest rate different from those in the CIR and Vasicek models which have a linear restoring force. While the DSR model and the CIR model have a number of common empirically relevant characteristics, such as negative interest rates being precluded, and have a stationary distribution, the DSR model has two particular features due to the nonlinear restoring force. given by Longstaff (1989) as: 6 4 It is a log utility general equilibrium model. 5 The other two common characteristics include: (i) the interest rate returns to positive values if it approaches zero; and (ii) the instantaneous variance r r 2  is directly related to level of the interest rate. More detailed analyses and empirical evidence of stochastic interest rates following the DSR process, and the boundary behaviour of the process are in Longstaff (1989) and (1992) , and Karlin and Taylor (1981. ch. 15) . 6 This is analogous to the unrestricted equilibrium discussed in section 3 in Longstaff (1992) . Beaglehole and Tenney (1992) point out that Longstaff's (1989) 
where
in which
Another interesting property of the DSR model is that its associated zero-coupon bond price function
is not a monotonically decreasing function of the interest rate r, and there exists a peak at a particular interest rate. Therefore, an increase in the interest rate does not always result in a decrease in the bond price.
Following the Black-Scholes-Merton's structural framework, a firm's value V is assumed to follow a lognormal diffusion process and it's liabilities K are governed by a mean-reverting lognormal diffusion.
Their continuous stochastic movements are modelled by the following stochastic differential equations: 
the firm acts to increase K ln , and vice-versa. This means that the firm tends to issue debt when its leverage ratio falls below a target level and reduces its liabilities when its leverage ratio is above target. (1), (6) and (7) are correlated with:
We define
to be the leverage ratio and apply Ito's lemma to derive the partial differential
with the time-to-maturity of as follows:
where Under a scenario in which default can only occur at maturity and the recovery rate is R at default, the final payoff condition of the bond with face value 1 is:
Using the derviation of the bond price solution in Appendix B, the integral in Eq. (B.6) can be straightforwardly evaluated to give the solution:
where 
L 0 is a constant leverage ratio, and N(.) denotes the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distribution. The discount factor of the risky bond price
can be identified as a measure of default probability associated with a leverage ratio L ; that is,
If we put 0  L  , the model is reduced to a pricing model in which the leverage ratio follows a lognormal process.
In order to allow default before maturity, a fixed or constant absorbing boundary (default barrier) is incorporated into the pricing model. When a firm's leverage ratio is above a predefined level, default occurs before maturity. This is consistent with an event of bankruptcy, associated with abnormally high levels of debt relative to the market value of the firm's assets. However, with a constant default barrier, no closed-form pricing solution is available. On the other hand, by the method of images, we can derive a closed-form pricing solution    , , y x P which has a moving absorbing boundary specified by 
Since f (y) is equal to unity, the integral can be straightforwardly evaluated to give
With a recovery rate of R, the corporate bond price based on
in Eq. (24) (no default before bond maturity) and Eq. (25) (default allowed before bond maturity) is:
As the movement of the absorbing boundary is adjustable by tuning the parameter  , the default barrier can be adjusted such that the solution in Eq. (25) For example, default could be triggered even though a firm's leverage ratio is below one (i.e., the firm's asset value is above the total amount of debts issued by the firm) because of a liquidity problem (caused by repayment of short-term debt) faced by the firm. In this case, a default scenario which has a higher short-term default probability can be incorporated into the valuation model by adjusting the default barrier so that it is lower than one in the early period (say one to two years) of the time to maturity of the firm's bond. 
in Eq. (B.2), which is a nonlinear term arising from the DSR process of the interest rate. This is different to the pre-specified relationship between the interest rate and the leverage ratio in the pricing models of Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) and Colin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2001) Table 1 . The DSR model parameters are estimated using Hansen's (1982) generalized method of moments technique which is also used by Longstaff (1989) to estimate a DSR term structure model. 7 The estimates in Table 1 are based on month-end zero-coupon yield to maturity data of 3-month, 12-month and 10-year US Treasury bills and notes during the January 1990
-December 2013 period. 8 The values of parameter L  used in Figures 1 and 2 for the leverage ratios across different credit ratings are based on the estimates by Feldhütter and Schaefer (2013) covering the period 2007Q3 -2012Q2.
7 Both the estimations in Table 1 and Longstaff (1989) have large standard errors, which are primarily due to the high correlation among the individual parameters.
8
The data are from the US Department of the Treasury http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interest-rates/Pages/TextView.aspx?data=yield As the credit spreads are obtained from a model with default at maturity, they are lower than those generated by models with default prior to maturity, i.e., with default barriers. On the other hand, assuming a zero recovery rate at default increases the level of credit spreads but does not change the dynamic relationship between credit spreads and the risk-free interest rate. Figure 1 To understand the observations in Figure 1 which show the relationship between credit spreads and interest rate, we study a corporate bond pricing model which links the effective dynamics of a log-leverage ratio y and a risk-free interest rate x . From Eq. (B.2), the dynamics of the log-leverage ratio is expressed as:
Eq. (27) shows that the dynamics of the interest rate are linked to the dynamics of the leverage ratio nonlinearly into a mean-reverting term for the log-leverage ratio. The corresponding target leverage ratio is altered into an effective time-varying mean level
which depends on the interest rate x explicitly. Therefore, the correlation coefficient between the leverage ratio and interest rate in the mean-reverting term has a material impact on credit spreads through the level of the interest rate.
, the time-varying mean level is a decreasing function of x, suggesting that the effective target leverage ratio will decrease with an increase in the level of the risk-free interest rate.
9 Thus, an increase in the level of the interest rate lowers the expected leverage ratio, implying lower credit spreads. This is consistent with the intuition that a central bank generally tends to increase interest rates in order to reduce inflationary pressures induced by increased investment and consumption in the country's economy. In such an economic environment, the profitability of 9 The proof of
corporates should benefit from faster economic growth, implying that their asset values will increase and leverage ratios will decrease accordingly. Therefore, their reduced default risk is reflected in lower bond credit spreads. The empirical results in the next section using data from January 2008 to June 2013 support a negative relationship between credit spreads and interest rates. Given that the effect from the interest rate is an additional term in the drift of the leverage ratio, the occurrence of the effect does not depend on the choice of the dynamic process of the leverage ratio. This means that when the leverage ratio follows a lognormal process (i.e., no mean reversion), the interest rate dynamics continue to exert downward drift on the leverage ratio. A positive correlation between leverage ratios and risk-free interest rates is also supported by the empirical relationship between equity values and interest rates. As a firm's leverage ratio is defined as total liabilities over its value, which is measured by the firm's market equity value plus total liabilities, liabilities appear in both the denominator and numerator of the leverage ratio. To some extent, changes in total liabilities cancel out in terms of their overall effect on the leverage ratio. Therefore, a positive correlation between leverage ratios and interest rates can be implied from a negative relationship between the equity values (which is in the denominator of the leverage ratio) and interest rates. Empirical studies, including Fama and Schwert (1977) , Shiller and Beltratti (1992), Campbell and Ammer (1993) , Domian et al. (1996) and Nissim and Penman (2003) , have documented that equity returns are negatively related to changes in interest rates. An explanation of this relationship is that, according to economic theory, equity value is equal to the present value of expected risk-adjusted dividends discounted using the term structure of risk-free interest rates. Thus, holding constant expected risk-adjusted payoffs, an increase in interest rates reduces equity values. The empirical findings, which are consistent with the theory, suggest that the correlation between leverage ratios and risk-free interest rates is positive.
Conversely, the numerical results in Figure 1 shows that when 0  Lr  , credit spreads will increase with an increase in interest rates as the expected leverage ratio rises. While the empirical results in the following section do not support this relationship between credit spreads and interest rates, this may happen to some corporates, which need to refinance their debts with higher interest rate payments when interest rates increase. Their asset values will decline due to higher refinancing costs. on the level of interest rates.
To study the effect of the DSR process of interest rate dynamics on credit spreads for firms with different leverage ratios, Figure 2 shows the credit spreads of a low leveraged (AAA-rated) firm and a highly leveraged (BB-rated) firm with 9 . 0   Lr  and 9 . 0 using the same interest rate model parameters in Figure 1 , which are compared with those of the BBB-rated bond. Given that the credit spreads of the AAA-rated firm are lower, changes in the credit spreads as interest rates change are smaller than those of the BBB-rated bond. However, their pattern of changes is similar, indicating that the nonlinearity of the interest rate has a material effect on bond pricess with a higher rating. Larger changes in the BB-rated bond's credit spreads with the interest rate relative to those of the AAA-and BBB-rated bonds reflect the notion that the default probability of a highly leveraged firm is more sensitive to the drift term in Eq. (27) associated with the log-leverage ratio. These results are supported by the empirical results in the next section: that the sensitivity of credit spreads to interest rates generally increases with lower credit ratings of the associated bonds. This is consistent with the intuition and observation that the default risk of highly leveraged corporates associated with lower credit ratings is more sensitive to the economic conditions reflected in the level of the risk-free interest rate. For example, both the actual default rates and credit spreads of speculative-grade bonds (i.e., BB+ or below) increased more substantially than those of investment-grade bonds (i.e., BBB-and above) in 2008 when the US Fed lowered the policy interest rate from the 4% level to 0-0.25%. 
4.
Empirical relationship between credit spreads and risk-free interest rates
In this section, we conduct an empirical test on the relation between credit spreads and the risk-free interest rate using corporate bond yield data with different credit ratings over the period January 2008
to June 2013 when the risk-free interest rate was extremely low, as shown in Figure A1 , following the global financial crisis. We regress changes in credit spreads on two factors following the method used in Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) . We use monthly data for corporate bond yield averages across 
where a, b and c are regression coefficients. Table 2 presents summary statistics for the credit spreads by credit ratings, 30-year Treasury yield and returns of the S&P500 Index. Table 3 reports the regression results which suggest a negative relationship between credit spreads and risk-free interest rates. The estimated coefficients b are negative for each of the 10 credit spreads.
With the exception of the AAA bonds, all of the estimates of b are statistically significant. The magnitude of the estimates of b shows that the relation between credit spreads and interest rates is both economically and statistically significant. For example, the regression results imply that a 100-basis point increase in the 30-year Treasury yield reduces AA-rated, BBB-rated and B-rated credit spreads by 33 basis points, 57 basis points, and 172 basis points respectively. This reflects a material relationship between credit spreads and risk-free interest rates during the low interest rate environment since the global financial crisis. The estimates using Moody's Long-Term Corporate Bond Yield
Averages show similar results.
14 The 30-year Treasury constant maturity series was discontinued on February 18, 2002 , and reintroduced on February 9, 2006 . From February 18, 2002 , to February 9, 2006 , the U.S. Treasury published a factor for adjusting the daily nominal 20-year constant maturity in order to estimate a 30-year nominal rate. Extrapolation of the series is done using the factor provided. The 10-year Treasury bonds are also used for our analysis. The results are similar to those from the 30-year Treasury bonds and available upon request. 15 This is made up of individual curves of Industrials, Finance, Utilities and etc. However, the composition could change overtime when some of the individual curves discontinued. These series are put into groups according to their maturities, from 3 month to 30 year, but not all of them are available. Bloomberg selects bonds based on maturity, ratings, etc and builds the family of bonds from which a fair market curve is taken. The coefficient b generally decreases with a higher credit rating of bonds. Bonds with a higher credit rating have a lower volatility of their leverage ratios according to the findings by Schaefer and Strebulaev (2008) , and these results are consistent with Eq. (27) of a model where a decrease in volatility reduces the coefficient of x ( r x 2  ), thus, credit spreads less sensitive to the changes in the interest rate.
Table 3 also shows that all of the estimates of c are negative and statistically significant. The estimates of c decline monotonically in general with a higher credit rating of the bonds, with the exception of AAA-rated and Aa-rated credit spreads. The economic magnitude of these estimates is also important.
For example, a 10 percent return (i.e., I = 0.10) reduces AA-rated, BBB-rated and B-rated credit spreads by 14 basis points, 20 basis points, and 70 basis points respectively. These results are consistent with the evidence of Jones et al. (1984) , who find that equity returns are related to the prices of below-investment-grade bonds.
The results for b and c provide evidence that both the firm value and risk-free interest rate are factors determining credit spreads. To investigate their relative effects, we take a standard deviation of monthly changes in the 30-year Treasury yield over the sample period, which is 24 basis points.
Similarly, the standard deviation of monthly returns for the S&P500 Index is 0.053. Multiplying these values by the parameter estimates b and c implies that a one-standard-deviation increase in the 30-year yield reduces the BBB-rated credit spread by 13.7 basis points, while a one-standard-deviation positive return for the S&P500 Index reduces the credit spread by 10.8 basis points. The corresponding measures for the Aa-rated credit spread are 6.4 basis points and 5.7 basis points, and the corresponding measures for the B-rated credit spread are 41.4 basis points and 37 basis points.
Although the S&P500 Index is not a perfect measure of firm value, the above impact analysis demonstrates that the variation in credit spreads due to changes in the level of interest rates is comparable to the variation due to changes in the value of firms across different S&P's and Moody's credit ratings.
Finally, it is noted that the proposed model does not capture all of the variation in credit spreads. R The results show a statistically and economically significant negative relationship between credit spreads and risk-free interest rates similar to the findings in previous studies and demonstrate such a relationship held during the low interest rate environment. The sensitivity of the credit spreads to interest rates generally decreases with a higher credit ratings of bonds. 17 This finding is consistent with the relationship between changes in credit spreads and the interest rate using different leverage ratios (i.e., credit ratings) shown in Figures 1 and 2 . In general, as the volatility of the leverage ratios decreases with a higher credit ratings of the bonds, this result is consistent with Eq. (27) where a decrease in the volatility will make the coefficient of x smaller and thus the credit spread less sensitive to changes in the interest rate.
Conclusion
The evidence suggests that asset values or liabilities do not drift with interest rates, hence this paper develops a corporate bond pricing model following a structural approach in which the leverage ratio does not have any explicit relationship with the risk-free interest rate. By using a stochastic interest rate, which is governed by the double square-root (DSR) process in the pricing model, we derive a closed-form solution for corporate bond prices with default at maturity, and default prior to maturity with an adjustable moving default barrier respectively. As the interest rate under a DSR process is sticky downward, this feature is relevant to the low interest rate environment when the short rate is sticky at a level marginally above zero, as it has been since the global financial crisis in 2008.
The numerical results from the closed-form solutions show that credit spreads generated from our pricing model depend explicitly upon the level of the risk-free interest rate via a nonlinear effect arising from the DSR process if the correlation between the interest rate and leverage ratio is non-zero. Given a positive correlation between the interest rate and leverage ratio, the credit spreads decrease with an market price of risk and some conditions of a negative market price of risk. This feature is consistent with an extraordinarily low interest rate environment when the short rate is sticky at the level marginally above zero. To provide some evidence of this feature, Figure A1 shows that the three-month Treasury bill yield has been persistently near zero since late 2008 when the global financial crisis emerged. Table A1 reports the summary statistics for the yield. The first-order serial correlation of monthly changes is 0.484, reflecting that the yield is sticky and tends to be persistent at the low levels.
It is noted that In order to eliminate all the terms involving first derivatives with respect to x and y , we rewrite 
It should be noted that since the final payoff condition is independent of the interest rate r (or 
